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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. · 



ANQMALOUS LARGE LAYER SPACINGS IN GLASSY CARBON 

Leo G. Henry and Robert H. Bragg 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
· and Department of Materials Science and Mineral 

Engineering~ University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Interlayer spacings greater than 0.344 nm reported .for carbons are 

probably incorrect because of failure to correct line profiles in x-ray 

diffraction patterns for distortion caused by deep beam penetration and 

small angle scattering which overlaps Bragg reflections. In Glassy Carbon 

d002 estimated to be 0.375 .nm before corrections becomes 0 •. 344 nm when 

·corrections are ma(ie. 

·r:n1~s ~work 1was ;S;U:ppo:rted iby .the Ui:rector, ·:Offtc:e of :Energy Hesea.rch., ·Office 
·~of iBtrs~~c 18net,gy s-c~i~eoc:es,, iMat.:e;r:i:a~~s Sd;e:hce ,f3tv:tsion ·of the U.S. Depa.rtment 
Ae'f <Ene'~gy ~unae1r fOont~a'Cl't -~No . •W•7¢05 .. :£;NG-4-s • 
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I. Introduction 

In a recent publication the interlayer spacings, some greater than 

0.344 nm, in Glassy Carbon (GC) heated in the range 1000°C to 2800°C were 

reported1• X-ray line profiles such as in Fig. 1 were corrected in order 

to obtain line profiles appropriate for analysis. The authors stated 

that the strong diffuse intensity below the first Bragg maximum is the 

high angle portion of a very strong small angle X-ray scattering, and in 

addit~-on to correcting for this, the usual corrections for Compton scattering, 

Lorentz-polarization, and f 2 were employed. However, distortion and dis

placement caused by the deep penetration of the X-ray beam must also be 

taken into account2 ~ 3 The effect of these corrections is demonstrated for 

two specimens of GC. In this work it is shown that previously reported 

spacings greater than 0.344 nm are incorrect. 

2.· Corrections 

It has been shown that if I(2e) is the observed interference function, 

the intensity distribution (2e) which would be observed in the absence of 

distortion due to low absorption is2•3 

l ;g{2e.)=(h~ h 1 
)2.

8 
+ :1 (:b-l:h 1 )z.e+U 1-exp(--yU)+ v y . - 'Y -

(1) 

-~wnere lU ~= (2J:eoscej4~';):~ T '= S;p:ec·1,men th·~kkne·s·s, y = :2pRlSln 2e, ll = li=near 

.zab:sorpt~i;on •cGeflf~;c:ient~ 1R = 'S·Otu·.t·e-·specimen and specimen-detector slit 

illstallce·s.~ b ·: 'Si;n .;2a:i((:~:e»JA1t, ?A e:: :area ·of ;beam .. ain'd 1h" -•= dhld2re. Ihe 

;a\bsof)pti:o.n :co.rrecibe:d \data"' :i9Kl-e}., is ,obta~Lne.d -pr'io.r to .any ·other corrections. 

~the ;data ·:a·,nre ,ftext ·'CGir,netted ~o.ir JQompton :scatte:rtn:g ;u.sjng mea:surements on 
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nonnalization. With Compton scattering subtracted the remaining data are 

plotted as J n sine at small angles. The small angle scattering follows 

a (sine)-n law~ with n = 3, and with appropriate normalization its magni

tude in the region,where it overlaps Bragg reflections is estimated and 

subtracted. The final corrections for the variation of f2 and LP with 

angle are then applied. 

3. Results 

Uncorrected data for two GC specimens heat treated at different tempera

tures are shown in Fig. 2(a), replotted from Fig. 1. In Fig. 2(b) the 

result of correcting for low specimen absorption, Compton scatte!'ing and 

small angle X-ray scattering is given. It can be seen that the non-Bragg 

scattering, found to follow a (sine)-3 law is merely a very strong small 

angle s·cattering. The subsequent correction for f2 and LP, which converts 

Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(c) has produced a transformation in the shape of the 

profiles as well as a displacement of peak position. The d002 spacings 

estimated from peak positions is summarized in Table 1. 

4. Discussion 

The recognition that the sma.l 1 angle scatte.ring is :by far the most 

prominent feature of the dtffractton pattern 'Of ,GC came only retently:5 it 

was confinne:d ·b.Y :cornpar.t:n:g tbe d'i ffract'ijtm · pa:tt'er;ns ':of cttre same :s:peti'men 

in reflection and transmiss1on.. Thi.s ,provides an .experlmental ba:sls f,or 

correcti-ng for the smaH .. angl:e ·scatteri;ng Whtch, when lt ie~t:ends 'itito ·the 

wi·de angle 'regi:on, is s·ometimes descrlbed a·s non.;Bragg :scatte;rlng .:~ilth'out 

further ldentif"kation 6. ·subt·raction of ·the :Compton ,.and :small ;angle 

scatteri-ng strongly affects the 1 ine pr.ofiles but :ha'S ·11:ttl'e ,ef·fect \On 
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peak positions. The largest contribution to the peak displacement in 

going from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(b) is that from the application of Eqn. t. 
Failure to make this correction caused Saxena and Bragg1 to overestimate 

d002 in some instances by 0.005 nm. It should be noted that much of the 

asymmetry in the peak shape disappears when the corrections for f2 and LP 

are made (Fig. 2(c)). The fully corrected line profiles constitutes the 

lattice interference function devoid of factors nonnally taken to be 

constant over the breadth of a Bragg reflection. These are the profiles 

which should be used in subsequent analyse_s, such as for crystallite size, 

strain and shape. 

The implications of these results are far-reaching. It seems likely 

that many large d-spacings reported for carbons or other disordered 

porous materials are over estimated. In GC it is probable that d002 
spa.cings larger than 0.344 nm do not occur. That is, the range of 

structural disorder in hard carbons is very simila-r to that in soft 

carbons and these in these materials the degree of graphitization attained 

for a given heat treatment is usually greater than that .estimated from 

uncorrected line profiles. 

5. · ·Conclusi-on 

ln order to obtatn meani.ngfuq d~:s.pac·t~ngs :tlh'e -~·-r~y ~:t:ne :)profiles <of 

;Glassy ca~rbon mu·st ;be ·corrected fo-r .sman :angle sca:t;tet1iing .. and ·:liOw 

specimen absorpti,on i-n addi ton 'to the jusua1 ·sources '~o~ l1\fte -~rofi'le 

disto-rtic,>n.. The range .of stn:tctura~ ·a1·somer ·in ·GC -cehar.octer<izea ~b.Y 

tnterlay.er :S:pa.c:i-ngs is ;proba·JH_y ~0 ... 344 ;nm to 'Gt.335 :nm :;a::s i~n soft carl:mns .• 
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Table 1 

Sample 

GC 1000-1 

GC 2700-2 

Uncorrected 
(a) 

0.375 nm 

0.349 nm 

-6-

First 
Correction (b) 

0.370 nm 

0.347 nm 

Total 
correction (t) 

0.344 nm 

0.343 nm 

(. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Uncorrected line profiles of Glassy Carbon. 

Fig. 2. Effect of corrections on Glassy Carbon Line Profiles. 

Fig. 3. lnterlayer spacings in Heat-treated GC. 
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Uncorrected Line Profiles 
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(a) Uncorrected· · (b) Port i al 
Correction 

o GC 2700 
t1. GC 1000 

Fig. 2 

(c) Total 
Correction 
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